
LED PANEL LIGHT



- Flat light source lighting fixture, which is mainly used in broadcasting studios
- Light that does not expose the light source, with less glare, evenly and extremely soft light distribution
- Excellent light quality, and average CRI 95~98 / R9, R12 are CRI 90 or higher
- Beam cutting is excellent by adjusting the angle of the barn-door
- Measured same LUX data at both 3200K / 5600K which shows stable and reliable Optical Technique 
- High efficiency and light saturation by using Micro diffusing lens, and excellent photometric flatness
- 2500~10000K color temperature control function
- R, G, B Full Color LEDs are combined to create a scene for all acting parts and a variety of atmospheres
- Support RDM network communication and various mode setting possible
- Smart touch control method makes it easy and convenient to check all information at a glance
- The materials are made by metal, has good ability to reduce heat, and has the slot to install the soft(diffusing) filter
- Housing is designed for easy maintenance and repair
- Long life, reduces maintenance costs and power consumption

Power Input Voltage AC 100 ~ 240V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption (Max) 400W

LED Chip 0.5W / Full RGB + W LED

Beam Angle 90˚

Color Temperature Full 2,500 ~ 10,000K (VCT)

Colored Light Full RGB + W (4 Color Gamut with Hue and Saturation Control)

Dimming 0~100% 16-bit

Supported Protocols DMX512 / DMX512 RDM /             Wireless  DMX512 / Wireless RDM

Component 4-leaf barn door + Clamp + Manual yoke + Safety Chain 
/             Pole Operation pan & tilt yoke

Dimension (mm / inch) 792 x 441 x 204 / 31.2 x 17.4 x 8 (WHD)

Weight (kg / lbs) 13.5 / 29.8

■ Fixture Information

■ Technical Specifications

■ Photometric Diagram
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